Mr Eaves XL Sans and Modern Narrow
Licensed and distributed by Emigre

20%
Final Installment

Mr Eaves XL Sans & XL Modern Narrow are the final installments to complete the Mr & Mrs Eaves family of fonts. Mr Eaves XL Sans Narrow is 20% narrower than the regular Mr Eaves XL Sans with overall tighter spacing. Mr Eaves XL Sans Narrow allows for a wide variety of uses and is perfectly suitable for lengthy text settings. The larger x-height also maintains superior readability at smaller point sizes. The matching Modern Narrow fonts, also 20% narrower, provide an overall less humanistic look, with simpler and more geometric-looking shapes, most noticeably in the squared-off terminals and symmetric lower case counters. These fonts have moved furthest from their roots, yet still contain some of Mrs Eaves’ DNA. The Modern Italic is free of tails, and overall the Modern exhibits more repetition of forms, projecting a cleaner look. Mr Eaves XL Sans Narrow and XL Modern Narrow feature seven weights each with accompanying italics, SMALL CAPS and alternate characters.

Designed and produced by Zuzana Licko.
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Great Typography

**Thin** 32 point

Great Typography

**Light** 32 point

Great Typography

**Book** 32 point

Great Typography

**Regular** 32 point

Great Typography

**Bold** 32 point

Great Typography

**Heavy** 32 point

Great Typography

**Ultra** 32 point

---

**Great Typography**

Small caps available in all seven roman weights

1234567890 1234567890

Lining and non-lining numerals available in all seven weights

---
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The Emigre Font Library is now available in Web Font format.

Emigre Web Fonts are provided in both WOFF and EOT formats for use with the CSS @font-face rule. The combination of WOFF and EOT formats allows the Web Fonts to function on most currently used browser types.

Emigre Web Fonts are licensed for self hosting, with a choice of a 5 year renewable term, or a one-time perpetual term option, giving you full control over server performance and eliminating monthly or annual subscription fees.

We have optimized our web fonts hinting for screen display. However, as the technology remains in flux, the variables of the different platforms, screens, rasterizers, browser defaults, and user preference settings, sometimes generate inconsistencies beyond our control.

Look for the Emigre Type Director’s Picks for Web Fonts that perform best across all browsers and sizes.

Emigre Web Fonts are formatted to function exclusively on web pages and cannot be installed and used like traditional desktop fonts.

For more info and pricing go to: http://www.emigre.com/WebFonts